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Abstract—Various optical network communities have 
proposed many wavelength reservation schemes to the 
concept of Optical Burst Switching (OBS). Up to the 
present, Just Enough Time (JET) and Just In Time 
(JIT) protocols are two most widely used OBS 
wavelength reservation schemes. In this study, we 
develop a simulation of JET and JIT protocols and 
evaluate their performances under very high 
bandwidth demands of bursty Internet traffic 
conditions. These results identify that the performance 
of JET is better than JIT, under varying offset length 
and number of channel. 
 
Index—OBS, JET, JIT, bursty traffic. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T is widely assumed that all-optical networks, 
which avoid the electrical bottleneck caused by 

O/E/O (Opto-Electro-Opto) conversions, will form 
the backbone of future Internet. OBS is one of the 
most promising optical switching technologies, 
combining the best of both optical circuit and packet 
switching. OBS aggregates several Internet Protocol 
(IP) packets into a burst, then transmits it over all-
optical Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) 
layer in photonic form.  

In this work, we develop and evaluate a simulation 
of IP over WDM/OBS transport, using the two most 
widely used OBS wavelength reservation protocols –
JET and JIT– and evaluate their key performances: 
average network throughput and end-to-end delay; 
using network simulator (ns) as a simulation tools. 
Until now, performances of both JET –proposed by 
Qiao et al[ ]i – and JIT –proposed by Wei et al[ ]ii – 
protocols have been studied by various scholars, and 
resulted in different conclusions.  

With the assumptions of single node case with 
constant offset time and burst length, Buchta et al[ ]iii  
concluded that JET is more efficient than JIT. 
Dolzer[ ]iv  mentioned such a conclusion. By defining 
loss probability models of both JET-JIT protocols at 
constant offset time, he showed that JET with 16 
channels is even better than JIT with 32 channels. 
White also support both results, by establishing 
queue analytical models of both protocols. 

Other researchers had different perspectives. 
Rosberg et al[ ]v  established blocking probability 
models of both JET and JIT, then concluded that 
both protocols in general have same performance 
level, even though JET performs better than JIT but 
their differences are not so significant and therefore 
can be neglected. Meanwhile, Teng et al[ ]vi  
concluded that JIT is better than JET. They 
mentioned that previous studies have neglected some 
important parameters like offset length, Burst Header 
Protocol (BHP, or control packet) processing time, 
and Optical Cross Connect (OXC) configuration 
time, and proposed new models approach for both 
protocols. Their conclusion was supported by 
Dardy[ ]vii , who mentioned that JIT is better than JET 
in several aspects: security, reliability and feasibility. 
Please note that their studies were based on Poisson 
traffic assumptions.   

All previous studies agreed that JIT is simpler than 
JET. BHP at JET scheme contains information of 
offset time and burst length dynamics, which is not 
necessary at JIT, so JET has higher complexity than 
JIT. The simplicity of JIT makes it easier to 
implement in real hardware, and until now, JIT is 
considered to be most feasible protocol for future 
transport networks. ATDnet (Advanced Technology 
Demonstration Network[ ]viii ) and its development 
(NIC, or Network Interface Card[ ]ix ) has 
implemented JIT in real hardware (network testbed).  

The work presented here is based on simulation 
model, using nearly-realistic approach: with high 
load bursty traffic (contrary to Poisson traffic 
assumptions), with multi-channel link case and with 
wavelength converter integration. Unlike the 
traditional circuit-switched networks with 
exponentially distributed traffic, OBS networks are 
difficult to analyze mathematically[ ]x . This is due to 
the fact that they are expected to form the backbone 
of the future Internet and carry highly aggregated, 
self-similar IP traffic, and that the short-term 
properties of this traffic are changed by the assembly 
process. Therefore, simulations are the method of 
choice in OBS networks research. 

I
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II. JUST ENOUGH TIME (JET) 

OBS is a promising all-optical data transport 
technique to efficiently use the bandwidth offered by 
WDM technology. In an OBS network, an ingress 
OBS node assembles client data units (e.g. IP 
packets) into bursts and sends out a corresponding 
control packet (or Burst Header Protocol – BHP) for 
each data burst. This BHP is delivered out-of-band 
and leads the data burst by an offset time T. The BHP 
carries, among other information, the offset time at 
the next hop, and the burst length. At each 
intermediate node along the way from the ingress 
node to an egress node, the BHP reserves necessary 
resources (e.g., bandwidth on a desired output 
channel) for the following burst, which will be 
disassembled at the egress node. 

A common one-way reservation protocol in OBS 
networks is called Just Enough Time (JET). In JET, a 
BHP reserves an output channel for a period of time 
equal to the burst length, starting at the expected 
burst arrival time, which can be determined based on 
the offset time value and the amount of processing 
time the BHP has encountered at the node up to this 
point in time. If the reservation is successful, the 
BHP adjusts the offset time for the next hop, and is 
forwarded to the next hop; otherwise, the burst is 
blocked and will be discarded if there is no Fiber 
Delay Lines (FDLs)[ ]xi . 

 

 
Figure 1.  Channel reservation scheme at JET 

 
JET is so-called RFD-algorithm (reserve a fixed-

duration)[ ]xii . This means, that the arrival time of the 
burst at the node and the duration of the transmission 
is well known at the node. The channel is reserved 
exactly for the time, the burst really needs the 
transmission link, but not longer and not earlier. This 
unique feature of JET is typically called Delayed 
Reservation (DR). 

 

III. JUST IN TIME (JIT) 

Another one-way reservation scheme in OBS is 
Just In Time (JIT). Different with JET protocol 
which uses Delayed Reservation (DR) feature, JIT 
uses immediate reservation feature, so JIT is also 
mentioned as OBS immediate reservation protocol. 
At JIT, an output channel is reserved immediately 
after the arrival of the corresponding BHP. If a 
channel can not be reserved at that time, then BHP is 
discarded and the corresponding burst is dropped. 
Channel remains reserved until whole burst 
transmission at that node is accomplished. In other 
words, with JIT scheme, a channel is reserved start 
from BHP incoming time until the corresponding 
release packet is received, and such allocations are 
made based on current state of data channel.  

Figure 2 illustrates the operation of JIT, let t be the 
incoming time of a BHP at a node. As the figure 
shows, once the processing of the BHP is complete at 
time (t + Tsetup), a channel is immediately reserved 
for the upcoming burst, and OXC configuration is 
initiated. When this operation completes at time (t + 
Tsetup + TOXC), OXC is ready to carry the burst.  

 

 
Figure 2.  Channel reservation scheme at JIT 

 

Burst will not arrive at the OBS node until time (t 
+ Toffset). As a result, a channel remains idle for a 
period of time equal to (Toffset – Tsetup – TOXC). Note 
that offset length decreases along the path to 
destination.   

Figure 3 offers another perspective on how JIT 
works, by considering the operation of a single 
output channel of an OBS node. Each channel can be 
in one of two states: ‘reserved’ or ‘free’. Figure 3 
shows two burst, i and i+1, successfully transmitted 
on the same output channel.  
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Figure 3. Operation process of a channel with  

JIT scheme 
 

As we can see, the BHP corresponding to the i-th 
burst arrives at the OXC at time t1, when we assume 
that the channel is ‘free’. While burst is received by 
OXC, channel status is updated to ‘reserved’ and 
after an amount of time equal to offset time, first bit 
of burst arrives at the OXC at time t2. The last bit of 
burst arrives at the OXC at time t3, at which instant 
the channel status is updated to free. If a new BHP 
arrives between t1 and t3 (when the status of channel 
is reserved) will be rejected, since channel can not be 
immediately reserved. The length of the interval (t3 - 
t1), during which new BHPs are rejected, is equal to 
the sum of offset value and the length of burst i.  

As figure 3 illustrates, JIT scheme is simple. Time 
is divided into two periods: ‘reserved’ and free’. The 
length of a ‘reserved’ period is equal to the burst 
length plus the corresponding offset, while the length 
of a ‘free’ period is equal to the time until the arrival 
of the next BHP. 

IV. SIMULATIONS AND EVALUATION 

We have developed and implemented both JET 
and JIT protocols in ns simulation tools, from the 
original OBS wavelength reservation protocol 
(developed by DAWN Research Lab.[ ]xiii ).  

A. Development of JET Protocol 

Our previous study[ ] xiv explained in detail the 
development process of JET protocol. The step-by-
step in programming modification to develop JET 
protocol in ns simulation tools are as follow: 
1. Add a new function ‘offset_time_’. 
2. In original OBS protocol’s script, BHP and data 

burst elements are already separated, so we only 
need to add offset_time_ function at burst 
departure and reservation scheduling (or  
burstStartTime on script). 

3. Add a new ‘drop state’, that is drop burst if 
offset time less than (or equal to) zero. 

B. Development of JIT Protocol 

The step-by-step in developing JIT protocol in ns 
simulation tools: 

1. Expand the burst duration period. Note that the 
length of a ‘reserved’ period is equal to the burst 
length plus the corresponding offset, while the 
length of a ‘free’ period is equal to the time until 
the arrival of the next BHP. 

2. Modify the burst start time, by considering an 
output channel is reserved immediately after the 
arrival of the BHP. 

We made several modifications (in underlined 
words) in scheduler’s C++ scripts of ns: 
... 
double bhpDur = ls->duration( ch->size() );  
double burstDur = ls->duration( hdr-
>C_burst_size() + hdr->offset_time_ - 
bhpDur); 
double curTime = 
Scheduler::instance().clock(); 
double bhpStartTime =curTime + proc_time_ ; 
... 
double burstStartTime = curTime + bhpDur ; 
...  
fdl_count = hdr->fdl_count_;  
Schedule data = ls->schedData( 
burstStartTime - hdr->offset_time_ + bhpDur, 
burstDur + hdr->offset_time_ - bhpDur, 
fdl_count ); 
... 
double stime = data.startTime() - hdr-
>offset_time_ + bhpDur ; 
double etime = data.startTime() + bhpDur ;  
... 
Note: More C++ modifications are not shown. 

C. Simulations 

In our simulations, general parameters and 
assumptions were used:  

 Wavelength reservation protocol = Just Enough 
Time (JET) and Just In Time (JIT). 

 Channel allocation algorithm = Latest Available 
Unused Channel (LAUC). 

 Routing algorithm = Open Shortest Path First 
(OSPF). 

 Queueing management = drop-tail or FIFO. 
 Link Bandwidth per channel = 10 Gbps. 
 # of edge router = 5, # of core router = 5. Each 

core router is connected with 1 edge router, and 
network topology for core routers is ring.  

 Link propagation delay = 1 ms (full duplex), at 
each link.  

 Burst Header Protocol (BHP) processing time = 
1 us, at each node. 

 Bursty traffic streams[ ]xv  are generated on each 
edge node with User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
agent for multimedia application. 

 Simulation time = 5 sec. With Desktop PC 
(2.14GHz, RAM 704 MB), each simulation 
takes time 3 hours (in average). 

 FDL delay at each ingress router = 1 us, 
without any delay (FDL or electronic buffering) 
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at core routers. Every nodes are integrated with 
wavelength converters. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.  OBS network with ring topology 
 

In this section, we compare the performance of 
JET and JIT schemes in terms of average network 
throughput and end-to-end delay, under varying 
offset time period and number of channel.  
 
Table 1. JET and JIT performances under varying 
offset time and number of channel  

 
Note:  
(1 : 1) = 1 control channel : 1 data channel 
(2 : 2) = 2 control channel : 2 data channel 
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Figure 5.  Throughput vs. Offset time 
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Figure 6.  Delay vs. Offset time 

D. Discussions 

From the simulation results, we can identify that 
the performance of JET is better than JIT, in term of 
network throughput. Under varying offset length, 
JET produces relatively constant throughput, while 
JIT performance decreases slowly at increasing 
offset time duration. The decreasing throughput of 
JIT is linear, with lower gradient at more number of 
channel.  

This result support previous studies which stated 
that JET is better than JIT, and significantly correct 
some others. As been mentioned earlier, Teng et al 
concluded that JIT is better than JET. Now we look 
at Teng’s perspective. They defined the traffic 
intensity of both JET and JIT as: 

  (1) 

   (2) 

where:  

 (3) 

From their perspective, we may clearly identify that: 
TOFFSET > TOXC, so that, ρ(JIT) > ρ(JET) since 
TOFFSET(JIT) = TOFFSET and TOFFSET(JET) = TOXC. 

They further defined that burst drop probability as 
Erl(ρ(JET),W) for JET, and Erl(ρ(JIT),W) for JIT: 

   (4) 

where W is number of wavelength channel. If we set 
W = 2 (used in our simulations), then the burst drop 
probability become Erl(ρ,2) = [ρ2/(ρ2+2ρ+2)]. If 
ρ(JIT) > ρ(JET), then [Erl(ρ,2)]JIT > [Erl(ρ,2)]JET. In 
other words, burst drop probability for JIT is 
(always) higher than JET. That proves our 
conclusion.  

Now we analyze another perspective. Although 
Dolzer had the same general conclusion that JIT is 
better, but typically there’re significant differences 
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between our results. Dolzer mentioned that JET with 
16 channels is better than JIT with 32 channels. 
Based on our results, his statement can be correct 
only for limited cases, but not for all conditions. We 
only agree with his conclusion, if and only if the 
offset length used is very very large, even though it 
seems unrealistic since the use of very wide offset 
length is unnecessary in all OBS networks cases. 
Beside that, contrary to his statement that JIT 
performance remains constant under varying offset 
time and JET performs lesser at longer offset time, 
we concluded that JET produces relatively constant 
performance while JIT performance decreases slowly 
at increasing offset time.  

In term of end-to-end delay, both JET and JIT 
produce longer delay at more number of channel. At 
all offset length and number of channel values, JIT’s 
delay is less than JET’s, except at T = 1 us. We may 
neglect this result since the increasing delay is only 
at very small values, in the order of tenth 
microseconds time units.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 
As a conclusion of our study, we can identify that 

the performance of JET is better than JIT. Under 
varying offset length, JET produces relatively 
constant throughput, while JIT performance 
decreases slowly at increasing offset time duration. 
Our study support previous studies and significantly 
correct some others. Although Teng et al have 
different conclusions, but we still can use his 
mathematical model for defining burst loss 
probability of both JET and JIT schemes. In term of 
end-to-end delay, both JET and JIT produce longer 
delay at more number of channel, but we may 
neglect this result since the increasing delay is only 
at very small values, in the order of tenth 
microseconds time units.  

The development on this topic is still become an 
opened-research area. The integration of FDL and 
electronic buffering with JIT scheme will become an 
interesting topic to develop this study, to get more 
comprehensive results to the comparison of both JET 
and JIT protocols. Beside that, the implementation of 
TCP/IP and QoS over OBS networks also should be 
considered. 
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